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12.1 Plotting this curve shows that it oscillates about the 
x-axis and therefore very many evaluations will be necessary
as terms of opposite sign cancel out. Using the mean 
value method and 20 000 points, produced a value of 
0.281 ± 0.006, which is fairly close to the more accurate
Maple estimate of 0.2705.

12.2 Three random numbers are needed for each of x, y, 
and z. A guess of 5000 calculations is made, this may have to
be increased if a large error is produced.

Algorithm 12.12 Triple integral by a Monte Carlo method
> f:=(x,y,z)-> sqrt(16-x^2-y^2-z^2);
n:= 5000; # guess number of calculations
Seed:= randomize():
lim1:=0; lim2:=2; lim3:=0; lim4:=1;
lim5:=0; lim6:=1.5;
s:= 0:
for i from 1 to n do

x:= (lim2-lim1)*rand()/1e12+lim1:
y:= (lim4-lim3)*rand()/1e12+lim3:
z:= (lim6-lim5)*rand()/1e12+lim5:
s:= s + f(x,y,z);

end do:
integral_f:=(lim4-lim3)*(lim2-
lim1)*(lim6-lim5)*s/n;

integral_ f := 11.03641

> # using Maple’s own algorithms
Int( Int( Int( f(u,v,w), u=lim1..lim2),

v=lim3..lim4), w=lim5..lim6):
%= value(%);

0

1.50000000

0

1

0

2

du d¡ dw = 11.04148939

In this example, the triple integral is close to that calculated
by Maple and was calculated in far less time, although to less
accuracy.

12.3 If the function chosen is sin(x2) then its integral 
cannot be inverted easily and is of no use. Therefore, the
exponential is chosen. Use the method and algorithm as
described in the text, with limits of zero and b = 10, making

the ratio r = . The ratio f(x)/p(x) is sin(t2)

because the exponential cancels out. The answer, with 
20 000 samples, is 0.275 ± 0.003 which has a smaller variance
than the 0.281 ± 0.006 estimated by the mean value method
with the same number of samples. The accurate value is
0.271 to 3 decimal places.

(1 − e−t)
1 − e−b

16 − u2 − ¡2 − w2���

12.4 All the preliminary work is now done and making
changes to the code in the text gives the result 0.883 ± 0.003;
a very similar result to the values obtained by using an
exponential distribution, also with 5000 samples. The shape
of the function, as long as it generally has the same shape as
the function, gives an improved variance compared to
simple uniform sampling.

12.5 (a) The mean value method using Algorithm 12.2 
with f = 1/x1/2 and 20 000 samples, gives typical values 
1.989 ± 0.02 which is close to the true value of 2.0. Similar
good agreement with the analytic result is found when γ is
positive.
(b) Using f = 1/x0.8 gives rather erratic answers, 4.7 ± 0.4,
being typical after 20 000 samples, which is far from the true
value of 5. After 105 samples the result has not settled down
to a fixed value, nor has it done so after 106 samples, with a
value 4.7 ± 0.1 being typical, which is quite unexpected and
unusual behaviour. (See Krauth 2006 for a graph.) The
origin of this behaviour would appear to lie in the fact that
the function tends to infinity as x → 0. With an increasing
number of samples, there are many x values close to zero
and the large numbers these produce have a
disproportionate effect on the integral relative to those at
large x, which contribute almost nothing. Importance
sampling should correct this effect.
(c) The distribution function is p(x) = xλ where λ has to be
chosen to be between 0 and γ. This function is almost the
same as f, and by dividing by f makes the function integrated
much flatter and so has a reduced standard deviation. 

The integral is changed to 
0

1

xγdx =
0

1

[xγ−λ]xλdx and

normalizing the distribution produces 
0

t

xλdx = xt+1 = r

from which t = r1/(t+1). The normalization constant is 
N = 1/(1 + λ). The next step is to choose a value for λ and
this is done so that γ − λ is close to zero because small
powers of x lead to an accurate integration; choosing 
γ − λ = 0.1 is a suitable value although other small 
values could be used. Making these changes and using
t:=(rand()/1e12)^(1/(lambda+1)); in the
importance sampling algorithm after 20 000 samples, 
a value of 5.013 ± 0.034 is obtained. This is now acceptably
close to the true value 5. Furthermore, if the difference
between λ and γ is made smaller, for instance γ − λ = 0.01,
then the calculation produces 4.995 ± 0.008 after only 
1000 samples; quite an improvement. Finally, making the
difference zero produces the exact result with zero standard
deviation. Why is this?

�1
N

��
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Fig. 12.22 A Monte Carlo calculation of the decay of an excited
state and the rise and decay of a triplet state, together with the
increase of the ground state’s population.
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Fig. 12.21 The function to be integrated is f (r) and is shown as a
dashed line, the potential U as a solid line.

12.6 Using the mean value method and the functions

> U:= r-> 4*epsilon*((sigma/r)^12-
(sigma/r)^6);
f:= r->(1-exp(-U(r)/(k*T)))*x^2;

the integral produces B2 = −0.02477 ± 0.00062 after sampling
30 000 times. The only way to determine convergence in the
integral is to repeat it with a larger r and with more data
points, even though the error appears to be small.

12.7 (a) The fluorescence lifetime is τ = 1/(1 × 107 + 2 × 108)
= 4.76 ns. The yield is ϕ = kf /(kf + kisc) = kfτ = 0.0476, which is
very small. The triplet state rises at the same rate as the
singlet decays, i.e. in 1/(4.76 ns), not at the rate given by the
intersystem crossing rate constant 2 × 108 s−1. It is important
to appreciate this.
(b) Algorithm 12.5 needs slight modification. The rate
constants are different and the timescale needs to be
changed to 100 ns, which is a guess, and may need to be
changed later on. Because there are two reacting species, the
excited state and the triplet, a check has to be made to make
sure that the numbers in any of the states do not go below
zero. Try the simulation with A0:=1000 initial molecules 
in nA and increase these numbers as necessary. Eventually,
the number of triplet states becomes zero and the calculation
must end when this occurs because there are no more
molecules left to react. At this point, the number in the
ground state is equal to the initial number, and this is
checked for in the while nG < A0 do step at the
beginning of the loop.

The number of triplet states increase when populated from
the singlet, and decrease when the ground state is reformed.
Checks are needed to decide which reaction occurs, from the
excited state to the ground state, to the triplet and from the
triplet to the ground state adjusting the number of molecules
as required. This involves several steps in the algorithm
below. The parameter a0, equation (12.8), is the sum

a0 = k1nA + k2nA + k3nT where k1 ≡ kf k2 ≡ kisc k3 ≡ kT.

The notation is that the prefix indicates the state; A is the
excited state, as in Acount[i] and A0 and similarly,
Tcount for the triplet and Gcount for the ground state. 
The calculation could be

Algorithm 12.13
> restart:
Seed:= randomize():
bins:= 100: maxt:= 100:
A0: = 6000: # number of molecs
nA:= A0: nG:= 0: nT:= 0:
ns:= 1.0e-9: # 1 ns
kf:= 1.0e7*ns: kisc:= 2.0e8*ns
kT:= ns/20.0
k1:= kf: k2:= kisc : k3:= kT:

phi:= kf/( kisc + kf );
t:= 0:
indx:= 1:
Acount[1]:= nA: Tcount[1]:= 0:
Gcount[1]:= 0:
while (indx < bins) and (ng < A0) do #loop 

& check if ended
a1:= k1*nA; a2:= k2*nA: a3:= k3*nT:
a0:= a1 + a2 + a3: # sum aR

t0:= -ln(rand()/1e12)/a0; # eqn (12.11)
t:= t + t0: # increment time
indx:= trunc(t*bins/maxt);
if indx < bins-2 then

r:= rand()/1e12:
if r < a1/a0 then # fluorescence
nG:= nG + 1: nA:= nA - 1:
Gcount[indx+2]:= nG:
Acount[indx+2]:= nA;

elif r > (a1+a2)/a0 then # triplet 
decay

nT:= nT - 1: nG:= nG + 1:
Tcount[indx+2]:= nT:
Gcount[indx+2]:= nG;

else # triplet formed
nT:= nT + 1: nA:= nA - 1:
Tcount[indx+2]:= nT:
Acount[indx+2]:= nA;

end if:
end if; # end if indx

end do: # end while

A result of the calculation with 6000 initial molecules is
shown in Fig. 12. 22.

12.8 Referring to Algorithm (12.13). After setting the initial
values inside the loop, the following changes can be made to
account for the filling of state T. The value of k2 as it changes,
is called knT.

> ...
if knT > 0 then

knt:= 1.0 - 2.0*nT/events;
k:= k1 + k2*knT; # inhibit as T fills up

else k:= k1;
end if;
t0:= -ln(rand()/1e12)/(k*nA);
phi:= k1/k: # yield state A
...

The last statement phi:=k1/k, is necessary since there are
always two decisions to make; one calculates the time and
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Fig. 12.23 Log10 of the number of counts in the fluorescence
signal (A), with the number of particles on the state T being
restricted, and (B), with no restriction, giving the decay 
exp(−(kf + k2)t ). The dotted line following the data has a lifetime
of 1/kf = 100 ns, and the fluorescence reaches this value when
state t is full.

the other which reaction will occur. At long times when the
state T is full, the yield φ becomes 1 because the state A can
only convert to state G. If k1 is the fluorescence rate constant,
then φ is the fluorescence yield, which is the same as the yield
for ground state formation. If k1 is a non-radiative, rate then
φ is just the yield for ground state formation. The calculation
should continue as long as nA does not become zero, and to
ensure this, make its initial value equal to the number of events.
The result of one simulation is shown below in Fig. 12.23;

12.9 The following algorithm could be used.

Algorithm 12.14 Monte Carlo solution of S-I-R scheme
> restart: with(plots):# S-I-R reaction
S+I=I+I; I=R

> Seed:= randomize():
reps:= 40: # number to average
bins:= 100: # time bins
maxt:= 20.0: # max time days
k2:= 2.18*10^(-3): k1:= 0.452: # data in 

question
S0:= 762: # S0 = initial number 

susceptible
I0:= 1: # I0 = initial infected
Scount:= Array(1..bins):
Icount:= Array(1..bins):
dtime:= Array(1..bins):
avI:= Array(1..bins): # average infected
avS:= Array(1..bins): # average 

susceptible
`infectious period`= 1/k1;
for i from 1 to bins do # initial values

Scount[i]:= 0; Icount[i]:= 0;
dtime[i]:= evalf(maxt*(i-1)/bins);
avS[i]:= 0: avI[i]:= 0:

end do:
remov:= 0: # number in R
for j from 1 to reps do # set up repeats

nS:= S0: nI:= I0:
Scount[1]:= nS:
Icount[1]:= nI:
t:= 0:
indx:= 0:
while indx < bins do
r1:= k1*nI:
r2:= k2*nS*nI:

a0:= r1 + r2: # eqn 10
t0:= -ln( rand()/1e12 )/a0: # eqn 11
t:= t + t0: # increment time
indx:= trunc(t*bins/maxt);
if indx < bins-1 then
Scount[indx+2]:= nS;
Icount[indx+2]:= nI;
r:= rand()/1e12:
if r > r2/a0 then

nI:= nI - 1: remov:= remov + 1:
# reaction 2

else
nS:= nS - 1: nI:= nI + 1:

# reaction 1
end if:
if nI < 0 then nI:= 0: end if:

# check > 0
if nS < 0 then nS:= 0: end if:

# check > 0
end if ; # end while indx

end do:
for i from 1 to bins do #save to average
avS[i]:= avS[i] + Scount[i]:
avI[i]:= avI[i] + Icount[i]:

end do:
end do: # end reps
`number infected`:=
trunc(evalf(remov/reps));

number infected := 645

># plot data make average first
> ps:= seq([dtime[i],(avS[i])/reps],
i =1..bins-1):
pi:= seq([dtime[i],(avI[i])/reps],
i =1..bins-1):
p1:= plot([ps],color=blue):
p2:= plot([pi],color= red,
view=[0..maxt,0..800]):
display( p1, p2 );

The profile follows the expected pattern, although each time
the calculation is done, it is a little different because of its
random nature. The infected numbers rise and then fall;
those susceptible to infection fall as they become infected
and then immune, and enter the R or removed group.

12.10 Modifying the algorithm in the text produces the
following:

> restart:# Lotka reaction Gillespie method
> events:= 200000: bins:= 400:
maxt:= 100.0:
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Fig. 12.24 A Monte Carlo calculation of susceptible (S ) and
infected (I ) population in an S-I-R infection.
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k1:= 0.5: k2:= 0.001: k3:= 0.5:
y0:= 400.0: z0:= 200.0:
ycount:= Array(1..bins):
zcount:= Array(1..bins):
dtime:= Array(1..bins):
for i from 1 to bins do

ycount[i]:= 0; zcount[i]:= 0;
dtime[i]:= evalf(maxt*(i-1)/bins);

end do:
ny:= y0: nz:= z0: ycount[1]:= y0:
zcount[1]:= z0:
t:= 0:
for i from 1 to events while (ny > 0 and nz
> 0) do

r1:= k1*ny:
r2:= k2*nz*ny:
r3:= k3*nz:
a0:= r1 + r2 + r3:
t0:= -ln( rand()/1e12 )/a0:
t:= t + t0:
indx:= trunc( t*bins/maxt );
if indx < bins-2 then
r:= rand()/1e12:
if r > ( r1 + r2 )/a0 then
nz:= nz - 1: zcount[indx+2]:= nz;

# react 3
elif r > r1/a0 then
nz:= nz + 1: ny:= ny - 1:
zcount[indx+2]:= nz;
ycount[indx+2]:= ny; # react 2

else
ny:= ny + 1; ycount[indx+2]:= ny;

# react 1
end if;

end if;
end do: # events

Plotting the data, the populations oscillate as expected; one
species grows at the expense of the other, which then almost
dies off and then vice versa. See Chapter 11.7 for a fuller
description. The fact that a Monte Carlo integration method
is used means that the data is far more erratic than using an
Euler integration method, as might be expected because of
the method used. Many more events would have to be taken
to improve the result and to make it closer to a direct
integration method. However, perhaps the result represents
more closely what might happen in nature to two populations
where there is only a limited number of individuals.

12.13 The following code could be used.

Algorithm 12.15
> restart: with(plots):
Seed:= randomize():
n:= 50: # number of steps
d:= Array(1..n): # define array
m:= 0: # start position
for j from 1 to n do # move left / right

d[j]:= m: # store position
r:= rand()/1e12:
if r < 0.5 then # jump right or left
m:= m + 1 # position of walk

else
m:= m - 1:

end if;
end do : # steps
listplot( d, view = [0..n,-10..10], 
axes = boxed);

The plot code can also be modified to show the gridlines; 
see Maple Help.

12.14 The code to do this calculation is very similar to that
given in the text but the calculation is easier because no
histogram is needed.

Algorithm 12.16
> restart: with(plots):
seed:= randomize():
events:= 500:
k1:= 1.0/10: # reaction rate const 1/tau
times:= Array(1..events): # make array to 

store results
for i from 1 to events do # repeat events 

times
t:= -ln( rand()/1e12 ) / k1;
times[i]:= t: # store times

end do:
> listplot(times);

The plot of event number i vs times should look similar 
to Fig. 12.11 (left), but will be different in detail because 
of the random nature of the events. Notice how much the
time that the molecule remains in the excited state varies;
these times are Poisson distributed and when a histogram 
is made an exponential decay with a 10 ns decay lifetime
results. As an exercise, make these into a histogram to
convince you of this and a plot similar to Fig. 12.11 (right)
should result.

12.15 (a) The first step is to work out a numbering 
scheme for the position of the bases and then to select 
from a uniformly distributed random number, four
possibilities to represent them. One such scheme is 
shown in the question. Because only G bases are important,
only one check needs to be made. For example, if a 
random number ranges from 0 to 4, if it is greater than 3,
then this can be the G base. Eleven bases are then chosen at
random, and placed in a list; the list is given the value 1 if the
base is G, otherwise it contains zero. The sixth base, which is
in the middle, is made into the dye. The position of a 
G in the list is converted into the distance from the dye, 
(in position 6), and the rate constant calculated using the
equation for k. The absolute value of the distance from
position 6 is calculated because the transfer distance must
always be positive. The whole process is repeated, until you
are satisfied that the average value of k is sufficiently
accurate, say to 1 decimal place. The time is calculated using
equation (12.13).
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Fig. 12.25 Predator and prey populations vs time calculated by the
Monte Carlo solution of differential equations by the Gillespie
method. Species Y (prey) is the faint dashed line, Z the solid line.
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Algorithm 12.17 Electron transfer in DNA
> restart: # DNA model ET
Seed:= randomize():
beta:= 7.0: # distance scaling
d:= 0.34: # base spacing
kf:= 10^(-3)/380.0: # unit 1012 s-1

k0:= 3.0: # unit 1012 s-1:
nb:= 12 + 1: # number bases + 1
dye:=( nb-1 )/2 + 1: # dye position
reps:= 50000: # number of repeats
maxt:= 1000.0: # max time in ps:
bins:= 1000: # histogram bins
DNA:= Array(1..nb): # array for bases
Acount:= Array(1..bins):
dtime:= Array(1..bins):
for i from 1 to bins do # set arrays

Acount[i]:=0: dtime[i]:= 
evalf((i-1)*maxt/bins):

end do;
for j from 1 to reps do # repeat calc’s

for i from 1 to nb do # G into DNA if 
rand > 3

if rand()/1e12*4 > 3 then
DNA[i]:=1 else DNA[i]:=0 # base 

G has value 1
end if ;

end do:
a0:= kf: # include kf
for i from 1 to nb do # look for G: dye=6
for 10 bases
if DNA[i] = 1 and i <> dye then
a0:= a0 + k0*exp(-beta*abs(i-dye)*d) ;

# total rate
end if;

end do:
t:= -ln( rand()/1e12 )/ a0: # equation 

(12.13)
indx:= trunc(t*bins/maxt): # make into 

index
if indx < bins-1 then# check array limit
Acount[indx+1]:= Acount[indx+1]+1:

# make histogram
end if:

end do: # end reps

The calculation shows that the decay is initially very fast;
only ≈2 ps and then slows dramatically as the more distant G
bases quench. The very rapid decrease of the quenching rate
constant with distance and the spatial dependence of the
quenchers, as with donor–acceptor energy or electron
transfer in solution, causes the non-exponential decay.

12.16 Define the array P to hold the information about each
student. To generate a random number from 0 to 1, use
rand()/1e12, but to generate one in the range 1 to n it is
convenient to use rr:=rand(1..n): to calculate a
random number call the function rr() each time one is
required. For example, ra:=rr(): puts a random number
into ra in the range 1 to n. A Maple calculation to do the
problem is

Algorithm 12.18 Monte Carlo simulation of an SIR disease
> # P[]>:= 1 = susceptible, 0 = Immunised, 
2 = Infected.
> restart: with(plots):
seed:= randomize():# start random numbers
nums:= 1000: # number of students
fract:= 0.01: # fract initially immune
recovr:= 0.2: # chance recovering/ day
num_infect:= 1: # number infected/ day
numd:= 40: # number of days
reps:= 40: # number repeats
data:= Array(1...numd): # array for 

infected
sdata:=Array(1..numd): # array for 

susceptibles
# array P: 0= immune, 1= susceptible, 
2= infected
remov:= 0: # number removed
for k from 1 to reps do # loop for repeat 

calc’n
# set up P array with values 0, 1 and 2

P:= Array(1..nums): # student array to 
zero

for i from 1 to nums do # choose 
susceptibles

P[i]:= 1; # all susceptible
end do
fn:= trunc(fract*nums): # make into 

integer
n:= 0:
while n < fn do # exact fract*nums 

immune
rr:= rand(1..nums):
ra:= rr():
if P[ra] <> 0 then P[ra]:= 0: n:= n + 1:
end if:

end do:
n:= 0:
while n < 1 do #1 infected not one of 

immune
rr:= rand(1..nums):
ra:= rr():
if P[ra] = 1 then P[ra]:= 2: n:= 1: 

end if:
end do:
# The main part of the calculation follows

for j from 1 to numd do # loop over days
for i from 1 to nums do # loop 

students
if P[i] = 2 then # spread infection
for ii from 1 to num_infect do
ra:= rr(): # infect new stdnt
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Fig. 12.26 Semi-log plot of the decay of the donor excited state
calculated with equal amounts of each base. The highly non-
exponential nature of the decay is clear. The calculation is of 
50 000 repeated calculations. The 1/e time of the decay is ≈2 ps.
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if P[ra]= 1 then
P[ra]:= 2:
remov:= remov + 1: # number 

removed
end if:

end do;
end if;

if rand()/1e12 < recovr then # 
chance of recovery

ra:= rr():
if P[ra] = 2 then P[ra]:= 0: end if:
end if:

end do: # end loop i
c:= 0: s:= 0:
for i from 1 to nums do # find num 

infected
if P[i]= 2 then c:= c + 1 end if;
if P[i]= 1 then s:= s + 1 end if;

end do;
data[j]:= data[j] + c: # number 

infected
sdata[j]:= sdata[j]+ s: # number 

suscept
end do: # end loop j days

end do: # end loop repeats
num_infected:= remov/reps; # number 

infected

The results of a sample calculation are shown in Fig. 12.27
where the infection rises rapidly and then ends as more
people become immune. If no one became immune after
having the illness, every one would be infected except those
initially immune and the infected curve would rise to a
constant value. Reducing the chance of recovery makes the
illness persist with a long tail; increasing the chance of
recovery, makes the curve more symmetrical. The number
of people who are susceptible falls because, after becoming

ill, they are now immune so enter the removed class. The
number in the removed class is not shown, as it is the total
number present less those susceptible and infected. The
limited nature of the disease’s propagation is due to the
reduction in the number of susceptible persons, not the
number infected. In the outbreak almost everyone
eventually becomes infected; typically 980 out of 1000.

Exercise: Repeat the calculation with different fractions 
of initially immune persons. What do you conclude about
immunising populations against disease? Estimate what
fraction of people needs to be immunised to prevent
widespread disease.
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Fig. 12.27 Result of Monte-Carlo simulation of S-I-R disease
spread. There were 1000 persons, only one of whom was
initially infected and 1% were immune to the disease. Almost
everyone else catches the disease, 933 entering the removed
class out of 1000 individuals.


